Scene 1
0 seconds
Blank screen. Screen is a dull brown.

Scene 2
5 seconds
A faint circle begins to fade away and fade out lower center. It is dull brown.

Scene 3
8 seconds
The ball is now solid and falls slowly from the screen. Other circles follow suit.

Scene 4
12 seconds
As time goes by more circles begin to appear. They move slowly.

Scene 5
18 seconds
The circles become fewer and fade away to a dull blue.

Scene 6
20 seconds
The last circle fades fully and fades as they fall.

Scene 7
24 seconds
A circle (or curved line) moves in slowly from the left. It is grey.

Scene 8
30 seconds
As it hits roughly up-center, the long line the borders begin to break. They are fuzzy and begin to change to dull orange, dull blue, and dull white.

Scene 9
32 seconds
The long line retreats and the light is hit by the diagonal and retreats. A rectangle with grey, white, forms and rough texture slowly materializes on the right.
It stands quietly.